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fulfilled life. You may be constantly
looking for something external – a
new car, bigger house, money,
recognition, fancy clothes, a job
promotion - to make you happy.
All the time not realizing that
happiness and contentment is an
inside job. If you need proof of
this, just look at the people that
experience horrific tragedy or
live in poverty, yet they express
gratitude and are blissfully happy.
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In your head!
What goes on in your head has
the power to impact every aspect
of your life.

Until Something Changes…
Nothing Will Change
Did you know that you have 60,000
to 70,000 thoughts per day and that
approximately 85 percent of those
thoughts are negative AND 90 percent
of those thoughts are the same
thoughts you had the day before?
The same thoughts equal the same
choices, the same choices equal the
same behavior, the same behavior
equals the same experiences, the
same experiences equal the same
emotions, and the same emotions
equal the same thoughts.
Many people spend a great deal
of time complaining about their lot
in life: their horrible marriage; their
disrespectful children; their bleak
financial situation; their dead end, life
draining job. They go on ad nauseum
talking about all the reasons why they
are miserable.
If you’re one of those people who is
thinking the same thoughts day in and
day out, complaining, feeding the loop,
how will tomorrow be different from
today?
Albert Einstein defined insanity as
doing the same thing over and over
again and expecting a different result.
Sound familiar?
If it does, odds are that you suffer
with a health issue, are depressed or
anxious, stressed out, and not living a

Simply put, every time you have
a thought, the brain creates
chemicals that are circulated
throughout your body. If you have
happy, positive thoughts, the brain
produces good chemicals that
make you feel good and enhance
the body. When you have negative
thoughts, the brain produces
chemicals that make you feel
bad and are detrimental to the
body. When you feel good or bad,
you make thoughts that equal how
you feel, which in turn produces
those types of chemicals, and
so on.
Over time, your way of thinking
creates a state in which the
mind and body work together.
Depending on your thought
pattern, this can result in a positive
way of life, or dis-ease.
We all have experienced things
in life that make us want to throw
up our arms and shout “uncle!” It’s
easy to give up, check out, and
wallow in misery. But, speaking
from experience, that’s no way to
live. What you do with your life is a
choice and you have the power to
turn the bleakest situation around.
As Henry Ford eloquently stated,
“Whether you think you can, or
you think you can’t, you’re right.”
So, the next time someone tells
you that, “It’s all in your head.”
Look that person square in the
eye, smile, and say, “Yea… isn’t it
great?!”

Joan Yuppa Herrmann

Matthew V. Herrmann
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Joel Osteen

Have You Prayed About It?
When my father was a young minister
back in the 1950’s, he would travel from
town to town speaking at small churches
and conventions, and he carried his own
sound equipment in the trunk of his car.
One evening, he arrived a couple of
hours early at the auditorium where he
was going to preach to get everything
setup. Several hundred people were
expected that night, which was a big deal
for my father at the time. He wanted it
to all go perfectly. But in the midst of the
excitement, he accidentally locked his
keys in the trunk of his car and couldn’t get
the sound equipment out. He and some
other people started working on the trunk,
shaking it and jiggling it. They tried using
a coat hanger to get it open. No success.
It looked like his big evening was ruined.
Just when he was about to give up, it
dawned on him that he hadn’t prayed yet.
One thing I can tell you about my father is
that he knew how to pray bold prayers. He
wasn’t ashamed to pray about anything.
Growing up, he would pray over the
lawnmower, over the dishwasher, over
anything that wouldn’t work. My father
told all the people standing there that he

was going to pray and ask God to help
him open the trunk. They looked at him
strangely. That seemed so far out. They
were thinking, “You can’t pray for a trunk
to open.”
But my father did. He said, “God, I know
there is nothing too hard for You. Lord, I
need this sound equipment for my meeting
tonight. I’m asking You to somehow,
someway help me get it open.”
While he was praying, the people watching
were kind of snickering and making fun
under their breath. When he finished
praying, he went over to the trunk and
shook it and jiggled it even harder, but it
still wouldn’t open. He turned and walked
away. When he got about ten feet from the
car, everyone heard a click. They looked
back, and all on its own, that trunk began
to slowly open up just like it was saying,
“Hallelujah!” Those other people nearly
passed out, and my father had one of the
best meetings of his life that night.
Today, like my father, maybe you are in
a circumstance that seems beyond your
control. Maybe you’ve asked others for

help and tried everything you could. I’m
asking you today, have you prayed about
it? God cares about every need that you
have, the big things and the small things.
He cares about opening a trunk, turning
around your health, helping your child,
your finances and fulfilling your dreams.
Don’t ever think that something is too
small to pray about it.
Joel Osteen is pastor of Lakewood Church
in Houston, Texas — a vibrant and diverse
church that Forbes calls the largest and
fastest-growing congregation in America.
Joel shares a positive message of hope
and encouragement that extends all
around the world. This message reaches
all across America and 100 nations of
the world. Joel’s books, Your Best Life
Now and Become a Better You, quickly
became #1 New York Times Bestsellers
and are distributed worldwide in several
languages.
Copyright © 2015 by Joel Osteen. All
rights reserved. Used by permission.
International copyright secured.
www.joelosteen.com
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Simple Swaps For Health
Without Big Diet Changes

Mark Hyman, MD
Your kitchen might be under the cruel
reign of the food industry. When you
remove the sugary, processed foods that
hold your weight and health hostage and
replace them with real, whole foods, you
have a chance to stage a revolution and
reclaim your kitchen.
Getting the obstacles to weight loss and
health out of your way will transform your
kitchen into a place of true nourishment
and healing.
In fact, taking back our kitchens and
embracing the act of cooking real food is
probably the single most important thing
that any one person can do to create a
healthy, sustainable food system. It is
also a magical alchemy that transforms
individual ingredients into ambrosia and
pleasure.
My philosophy is to “eat real food.” So
the best thing to do immediately is to take
an afternoon to hunt and gather in your
kitchen. Be merciless, and throw out any
products that are not real food. Toss all
highly processed, factory-manufactured
Frankenfoods. Keep and going forward,
choose only fresh vegetables, fruits, whole
grains, beans, nuts, seeds, and lean
animal proteins such as fish, chicken, and
eggs.
Now, I understand that not everyone is
ready for or wishes to undertake such a
dramatic change. That doesn’t mean you
need to take an either-or approach and
succumb to the processed, sugary foods
that contribute to diabesity.
A few simple upgrades can transform your
diet without radically altering your life.
While simple, these seven replacements
can create dramatic changes in your diet
that don’t feel restrictive or “diet-ish.”
1. Replace breakfast with a protein
smoothie. Most people start the day
wrong, having dessert for breakfast
or skipping this most important meal
altogether. A protein shake makes an easy
replacement to stoke your metabolic fire
to burn more calories during the whole
day, accelerating weight loss. You can
load a shake with superfoods, proteins,
healthy fats, and phytonutrients that will
keep your blood sugar balanced and your
energy high throughout the day. Plus, they
are very filling and satisfying— no worries
here about going hungry. Protein shakes

sustain you and help you control your
appetite throughout the day.

milk. For high-heat cooking, grape seed
oil is also safe.

2. Upgrade your meat and eggs.
Conventional meat and eggs often come
loaded with hormones, antibiotics, from
animals fed with grain and other foods
that definitely do not belong in their
diets. Look for animal products that are
pasture-raised, grass-fed, and antibiotic-,
hormone-, and pesticide-free. Go on a
low-mercury diet by sticking with small,
wild, or sustainably farmed fish. By the
way, you don’t need to stick to just egg
whites. Yolks contain important vitamins
and fats needed for brain and mood
function.

5. Replace bad fats for healthy fats.
The standard American diet (SAD,
indeed) contains a massive amount of
pro-inflammatory fats that keep you sick,
tired, fat, and inflamed. Make the leap
to anti-inflammatory healthy fats. Have
one serving of a healthy fat at all meals,
which might be ¼ avocado, wild-caught
salmon, grass-fed beef, or nut or seed
butter such as almond or cashew.

3. Replace gluten starches with green
vegetables. Gluten is a protein found in
wheat, barley, rye, spelt, and oats. It has
been around since we began cultivating
grains 10,000 years ago (still relatively
new in the human diet). But 50 years ago,
the type of gluten changed as we created
new strains of wheat (genetically altered
dwarf strains I call Frankenwheat), and
this has created a veritable epidemic
of problems, including a 400 percent
increase in celiac disease and a dramatic
rise in gluten sensitivity, affecting about
eight percent of the population. While
gluten-free grains are best, all grains
(including breads, cereals, and snacks)
— even gluten-free ones— can spike
blood sugar and insulin. To break the
addiction cycle, we need to shut down
insulin production as much as possible.
An easy way to do that is simply substitute
another leafy or cruciferous vegetable for
what would normally constitutes a starch
on your plate. You can easily do this when
dining out as well. If your entree includes
a baked potato, simply ask your server to
substitute sautéed spinach.
4. Replace bad oils for good oils.
Corn, soybean, canola, and sunflower
oils contain inflammatory omega-6 fats
and currently make up 10 percent of our
calories. Instead, stick to extra virgin
olive oil or extra virgin coconut butter
(also known as coconut oil). Extra virgin
olive oil contains polyphenols, which are
powerful anti-inflammatory and antioxidant
compounds. Olive oil has been shown to
reduce the risk of heart disease as much
as or more than statins. Coconut butter
or oil is a powerful cellular fuel and also
contains anti-inflammatory fats such as
lauric acid, the same fat found in breast

6. Replace snacks with nuts. Get rid
of the sugary, processed snacks and
keep nuts in your pantry instead. They
have been proven to help with weight
loss and reduce the risk of diabetes.
They are also a great snack because
they are full of protein, fiber, minerals,
and good fats. Buy raw or lightly toasted
unsalted nuts. Avoid nuts that are fried
or cooked in oils. The best are almonds,
walnuts, macadamia nuts, hazelnuts,
and pecans. Stick with one or two
handfuls for a snack once or twice a day.
But be careful, nuts have a tendency to
raise blood sugar if you binge on them.
Remember a serving is 10 to 12 nuts or
a good handful.
7. Replace coffee for green tea.
Coffee can interfere with your liver’s
detoxification mechanisms, makes you
less insulin sensitive, and its caffeine
content revs up your stress hormones.
Make the switch to green tea and stick
to one to three cups a day. The small
amount of caffeine won’t hurt and the
antioxidants will heal.
Mark Hyman, MD, is a practicing
family physician, an eight-time #1 New
York Times bestselling author, and
an internationally recognized leader,
speaker, educator, and advocate in his
field. He is the director of the Cleveland
Clinic Center for Functional Medicine,
and is also the founder and medical
director of The UltraWellness Center,
chairman of the board of the Institute for
Functional Medicine, a medical editor
of The Huffington Post, and has been
a regular medical contributor on many
television shows including CBS This
Morning, the Today Show, CNN, The
View, the Katie Couric show and The Dr.
Oz Show.
www.drhyman.com
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COLORED LIGHTS
AND CLEAR LIGHTS
By Steve Goodier
My college roommate and
I decided to decorate our
dormitory bedroom. We thought
that colored lights would be
perfect. But having none, we
painted all of our light bulbs red.
When we switched the lights
back on, the room shone with a
dark and eerie blood-red glow.

bedroom.” Clear lights illumine
the world around them.

I learned a couple of things
about painted light bulbs that
semester. I learned, first, that
one can’t study by eerie, red
lighting. Not that studying was
the highest priority for college
freshmen, but the dark red
bulbs were more of a distraction
than an aid.

We may say of one, “Isn’t she
smart? She always astounds
me with her brilliance.” And of
another we might say, “I always
feel better when he is around.
He seems to know me. And he
believes in me.”

And very quickly I learned
something else. Paint burns.
Smoke from our lamps and
lighting fixtures sent us outside
gasping for breath.
Tinted bulbs may be nice to
look at, but they don’t cast
much light. We string colored
lights as decoration. They are
designed to call attention to
themselves, but never to light
a room. We might say, “Aren’t
they pretty?” Or we may say,
“I see flashing colored lights
behind my car!” But we do not
use them to illumine an area.
Clear lights, on the other hand,
show off all that is nearby. We
may aim a directional light at
a wall and exclaim, “What a
lovely painting!” Or we might
switch on the lights in our home
and comment, “What a dirty

I wonder if people are like
lights, too. Some seem to
be colored lights and draw
attention to themselves. Others,
the clear lights, seem to shine
on people in their midst.

It is as if one shines so
brilliantly that the room is filled
with a colorful, dazzling glow.
But the other shines on those
nearby, clearly illuminating their
goodness and virtues.
If I am to be a light in this world,
I think I’ll lose the paint. Clear
lights are best.
Steve Goodier holds a B.A.
and M.Div., and is an ordained
minister and author of several
books. He writes a blog,
publishes a weekly newsletter,
writes a syndicated newspaper
column, and is featured
regularly numerous sites. He
teaches, speaks and writes
about personal development,
motivation, inspiration, and
making needed life changes.
www.lifesupportsystem.com

The One Simple Thing
You Need To Do To
Make Life Easier
By Cheryl Richardson
to do) I was told there’d been a
cancellation and they could fit me in a
week earlier.

Ready to experience the magic? Look
up, put a big smile on your face, and
repeat after me:

I hung up the phone and thought,
“Look at that, things are always
working out for me.”

Things are always working out for me.
Things are always working out for me.
Things are always working out for me.

To support this idea, I use one of my
favorite sayings from Esther Hicks:
“Things are always working out for
me.”

I shared this affirmation with a good
friend who was visiting from Europe
and she decided to adopt it for herself.
While here, she needed to find a
magazine for work that she could
only get in the states. We’d looked
everywhere to no avail only to find
it sitting on the counter at a clothing
store where we were shopping one
afternoon.

The first time I heard her say it, I wrote it
down and kept it in view. Then, I started
saying it to Michael and a few close
friends knowing that the more I spoke it,
the quicker it would get installed in my
brain.

When the employee heard her
mention that she’d been trying to find
this magazine, he handed it to her and
told her to take it home. We looked at
each other and said, “See that, things
are always working out for us!”

Within no time, I began to see how the
expectation “things are always working
out for me” began showing up in my
life. For example, I was invited to an
exciting event in Los Angeles at the exact
same time I’d scheduled an important
appointment. When I called to see if
I could reschedule my appointment
(something that’s typically very difficult

I’ve been so excited about how this
expectation has worked that I wanted
to share it with you so you can use
it, too. It’s a comforting affirmation.
Give it a couple of weeks and you’ll be
amazed by what happens. Plans will
change effortlessly. Life will get easier.
The right people will come along to
help.

Cheryl Richardson is the New York
Times best-selling author of several
books including, Take Time for Your
Life, Life Makeovers, Stand Up for Your
Life, The Unmistakable Touch of Grace,
The Art of Extreme Self Care and her
book with Louise Hay entitled You Can
Create an Exceptional Life. Cheryl is a
lifestyle coach and speaker whose work
has been featured on Good Morning
America, The Today Show, CBS This
Morning, New York Times, USA Today,
Good Housekeeping, and O Magazine.
She was the team leader for the
Lifestyle Makeover Series on the Oprah
Winfrey Show and she accompanied
Oprah on the “Live Your Best Life”
nationwide tour. Cheryl also served as
the co-executive producer and host of
“The Life Makeover Project with Cheryl
Richardson” on the Oxygen Network,
and as the co-executive producer and
host of two Public Television Specials –
“Stand Up for Your Life” and “Create an
Abundant Life.”

Great expectations.
That’s the phrase I’m using these
days to help me stay aligned with the
experiences I most want to enjoy in life.
I love expecting things to be easy, to be
fun, to happen exactly when they should
and in the best possible way. Of course,
what supports this way of thinking is to be
unattached to the outcome. That’s why I
also love trusting that everything happens
for my highest good even when I don’t yet
realize it.

www.cherylrichardson.com

Dr. Mao Shing Ni

Achoo!
Spring is here, bringing with it
flowering plants—and allergies. If you
are one of the 50 million Americans
itching for allergy relief this season,
you are not alone! With a variety of
natural remedies available, you may
want to skip the pharmacy and look to
Mother Nature instead.

Magnolia flowers, xanthium, mint,
dandelion, Chinese basil, siler root,
and schizandra all have allergyreducing properties. Take in tea form
or try in a traditional Chinese herbal
formulation called Allergy Tamer,
which balances the immune system
and relieves allergy symptoms.

Our immune systems are designed
to combat pathogens and other
foreign invaders that zap our strength
and energy. However, due to high
stress levels, dietary habits, and
environmental factors, our immune
system is overly sensitive. When
the immune system overreacts to
allergens—pollen, dirt, pollution,
animal hair, and mold to name a few—
it mobilizes with full force, producing
severe allergic symptoms: sinus
congestion, itchy, watery eyes, running
nose, and an aching head. Sound
familiar? Try the following tips to help
you breathe in the fresh air and see
the blue skies more clearly!

Cultivate allergy-free air
Toss the chemical cleaners,
perfumes, and hair sprays if you want
to breathe better. Try to minimize
cooking fumes and do not smoke.
Keep car windows closed and set the
air conditioner to use re-circulated
air. To get your beauty rest, keep
pets away from the bedroom,
beds, and couches. Leave the
plants and flowers to the florist, as
they sometimes harbor mold that
exacerbate your allergies.

Keep an allergy-free home
One of the key factors in treating
allergies is to get rid of the substances
that over stimulate the immune
system. Dehumidify and air out your
home regularly. Use the air conditioner
and central heater sparingly as they
tend to permeate the home with dust
and particles collected in their ducts.
Fungal colonies, dust mites, and pollen
collect in the house. Clean floors
regularly, and opt for solid wood or
stone floors instead of carpets, which
collect tremendous amounts of dust
and bacteria. Prevent mold by using
vinegar to disinfect the surfaces that
often get wet and humid. Also, keep
beds, bedrooms, and couches offlimits to pets.
Bee free from allergies with herbs
and supplements
Eating 1 teaspoon of local, unfiltered,
and unprocessed honey daily can
do wonders for allergies. Also, bee
pollen supplement may help alleviate
allergies.
Stinging nettle is used in medical
traditions worldwide to reduce
inflammation, and has been successful
in alleviating allergies. Research
shows that nettle blocks the action
of inflammation-inducing immune
cells. When looking for stinging nettle
supplements at your health food store,
choose the leaf part of the plant to fight
inflammation.

Avoid pesky pollen
To minimize pollen and allergen
exposure, wash your clothes and
shower as soon as you come in from
the great outdoors. Outside pollen
counts are usually highest between 5
and 10 a.m. so spend as little time as
possible out of doors during this time
of day.
Spice up your resistance
If you enjoy some fire in your
dishes, then you are in for a
happy surprise: spices can thin
the mucous secretions that are so
often a byproduct of allergies. Use
more cayenne pepper, hot ginger,
fenugreek, onion, and garlic in your
cooking so that you are free to smell
the roses without the symptoms!
May you Live Long, Live Strong, and
Live Happy!
Dr. Mao, best known as Dr. Mao
is a bestselling author, doctor of
Oriental Medicine and board certified
anti-aging expert. He has recently
appeared on The Ricki Lake Show,
Dr. Oz, and contributes to Yahoo
Health and The Huffington Post. Dr.
Mao practices acupuncture, nutrition,
and Chinese medicine with his
associates at the Tao of Wellness in
Santa Monica, Newport Beach and
Pasadena. Dr. Mao and his brother,
Dr. Daoshing Ni, founded the Tao
of Wellness more than 25 years
ago in addition to founding Yo San
University in Marina del Rey.
www.taoofwellness.com

Joan Pagano

A Balancing Act
Years ago there was an ad on TV that
showed a woman putting on panty
hose while standing up. My mother
asked me then if I could do that and at
the time, I could. Now, however, when
I try to wiggle into leggings and tights
while balancing, it’s a real challenge!
Our ability to balance peaks around
age 20 and normally stays excellent
through our early 40s. From the
mid-40s to early 70s, balance starts
to deteriorate. The changes are so
subtle that most women are not aware
of them.
After the mid-70s, loss of balance
begins to affect our quality of life. In
the U.S., falls are the leading cause of
injury for people over age 65. In fact:
• 25% of older people who fall and
fracture a hip die within a year.
• 80% have severe mobility
problems causing a sudden loss of
independence.
Balance is controlled by the brain’s
cerebellum, which is responsible for
movement and coordination. It’s a
complicated function involving vision,
muscle strength, proprioception and
attention. With age, these elements
deteriorate.
What are some of the risk factors for
falling?
• Muscle weakness: balancing is
directly related to the strength of our
ankles, knees and hips
• Muscle tightness and loss of agility
• Arthritis of the knees (related to lack
of joint mobility)
• Previous falls
• Age-related sensory changes, like
slower reaction time, reduced vision
• Changes in spinal alignment and
center of gravity, e.g. bent-over
posture of osteoporosis
• Medications, e.g. for hypertension
which can cause postural hypotension
and dizziness
However, while certain declines with
age are unavoidable, studies show
that much of the sense of balance
can be preserved and even restored

through exercises that require no
special equipment or training.
Test your balance:
• Stork stance on one leg, eyes open,
eyes closed
• Tandem stance, on both legs as if on
a tight rope, eyes open, eyes closed
• Weight shift: do a squat (weight back
on your heels) followed by a calf raise
(lifting up on the balls of your feet)
Easy ways to improve balance in
daily life:
• Stand on one leg while brushing
teeth
• “Subway surfing” – hold onto hand
rails very lightly or not at all
• Walk on different surfaces – unstable
ones make the muscles work harder
• Strengthen ankles, stretch and
practice weight shift, also at the
kitchen sink 1-2-3 Calf Raise, Leg
Stretches, Balance. Balancing ability
is directly related to the strength of our
ankles, knees and hips as well as to
the flexibility of our muscles. The calf
raise is an easy exercise to strengthen
the muscles that support the ankle.
Do 15 reps on each side and 15 with
both legs together. Then go into a
calf stretch, quad stretch and balance
pose, as shown here:
http://bit.ly/1O5nr2X
Joan Pagano is the author of bestselling fitness books, including
Strength Training Exercises for
Women, an informational speaker
on health and fitness topics and the
owner of Joan Pagano Fitness in
New York City. Former trainer to
Jacqueline Onassis and Caroline
Kennedy, Joan has specialized in
strength training for women since
1988. She is an authority on the
benefits of exercise for women’s
health issues such as menopause,
osteoporosis and breast cancer, as
well as strength training through the
decades.
© Copyright – Joan L. Pagano. All
Rights Reserved Worldwide.
www.joanpaganofitness.com
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Temple Hayes

You Have All The Pieces You Need
When I was a little girl, one of the many
moments I cherished was putting together
a puzzle with my grandmother Rubye.
Doing a jigsaw puzzle was always fun,
especially when we would get near to
completion. There would always be one
or two pieces that we could not find or
that did not seem to fit. We would keep
going back to the image on the box and
see a color or something on the image
that would make us feel confident that
the piece would be discovered soon.
Never did it occur to us to question the
manufacturer about whether the piece was
actually there. At times we would almost
want to force-fit certain pieces just so we
could be done with the puzzle.
Our lives are like a jigsaw puzzle. We
trust the manufacturer to provide us
with every piece of the puzzle to give us
what we need to obtain the image on the
box, yet often we do not believe in the
manufacturer (our Creator) of our lives.
We have all the pieces we need to be the
amazing and incredible image we were
destined to be. When we force-fit the
pieces, we are not able to allow the proper
process of our journey to occur.
Here I am many years later still enjoying
the thrill of accomplishment when I put
those last final pieces together in the
puzzle. The only difference is now I do my
puzzles on the iPad. This is so much more
sophisticated now-a-days with special
sounds when the pieces fit and grand
music when the puzzle is completed.
When the pieces fit, they will no longer be
separate, yet when they do not, there is
absolutely no way you can make them fit.
Wow, if only this is the way we walked
and talked and felt our way through life.
Someone or a new adventure is asking to
come into our lives and immediately we

know it is not a good fit. We can feel that
this is not the right move for us and yet
often we second guess ourselves. We do
not listen and we will go through a number
of pains and challenges until we make a
different choice.
We do not seem to understand that it
is safe to trust life. We do not seem to
understand that the true inherent problem
with us feeling like life is not giving to us
what we deserve is we have not ever
given life what our lives deserve. The
reason we cannot and do not have faith in
our lives is we have not ever truly had faith
in ourselves.
The pieces are already there and we
have all agreed and declared this, yet the
reason we are feeling disconnected and
drained is we are not giving ourselves the
ability to be truly excited about what is
here and what is around the corner. We
doubt that once we get around the corner
the pieces we need will be there, yet they
will not be if we do not fit the proper pieces
in right now. Likened to a puzzle you may
be working on, you have a group of pieces
that have come together but until the
surrounding pieces fit in place, the other
pieces will not find where they belong.
Ask yourself, “Would I be willing to
approach my life from an overview reality
and believability that I have all the pieces
of the puzzle to fulfill all the dreams of
my heart? Would I be willing to approach

each day with an open heart rather than a
guarded one?”
Start each day with the declaration, “I am
excited about my life and all the pieces of
my puzzle are in place for this to be the best
day I have ever had.”
Once you make this declaration and your
heart is open, then the magic lies within your
own ability to see how effortless life can be.
If you are delayed, then you know there is
a reason; if someone is late, then you will
know the moment is calling for you to do or
be something else; if you get rejected, then
you know the piece of the puzzle is needing
a piece that truly fits and you move on.
This way of life is a practice and in order
to reap the benefits it is important to be
willing to give it a chance. Do your best
not to discount it. And if you ask me why, I
would tell you that it took me many years to
understand this process because I resisted.
Life works for us once we truly understand
how to work with it.
Temple Hayes is the author of When Did
You Die? 8 Steps to Stop Dying Every Day
and Start Waking Up. She is a speaker and
radio host.
www.templehayes.com
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An Invitation
To Outgrow
Your Limitations
By Guy Finley
Have you ever noticed how the more
negative you get, the more difficult
everything about your life becomes,
including being able to do the simplest
things? It’s like suddenly sinking into
dark molasses, where not only can’t
you move, but everything you don’t
want seems stuck to you!
To the spiritually uninitiated, it feels as
if you’ve been dropped into a river of
resistance but, in truth, you are being
pulled into it by a lower level of self
that wants you to look at whatever
challenges you in life as an adversary.
Its attempt at deception – to negatively
alter your perception – is the only
power it has to keep you from seeing
unwanted moments as they are in
reality: an invitation from the Divine
to outgrow your present limitations.
Regardless the nature of the trial set
before you, it asks: “Would you like
to live in a larger world, one without
fear? Do you want to be less worried,
or angry, and more at peace with
yourself?”
We may not yet be able to hear
these “questions,” or discern for
ourselves the perfect timing of their
compassionate appearance, but
they are always present at the “point
of impact” – whenever some event
reveals an unseen limitation of ours.
We may be given to see, for instance,
how our impatience with someone
we love trumps our wish to be more
understanding of him or her; or
perhaps we see that anger still gets
the best of us when pressed into
some stressful situation. You fill in
the condition, but here’s the point: no
unwanted condition, or its outcome can
change until we outgrow the nature
responsible for it.
This realization empowers you to do
something with unwanted moments
that had been impossible before.
Now, instead of hoping that you don’t
encounter moments where you feel

suddenly inadequate, limited in some
way, you meet every moment awake,
aware, watchful – waiting for those
instances where you get a chance to
see the boundary line between who
you have been, and are yet to be. All
seemingly impassable moments in
your life are seen for what they are:
a pre-destined place for you to meet,
let go, and outgrow that lower level of
yourself that used to stand fearfully
before it. The boundary between
limitation and limitless disappears, and
now you stand on the side of unlimited
possibility.
Freedom is not found by fighting with
what you think stands in your way;
your true spiritual liberation rests
within this one unthinkable realization:
what is in your way is part of the way.
Once it’s understood that whatever
seems to be set against you has
actually been put there for you to
outgrow it, then you have received,
opened, and accepted the invitation of
the Divine. The rest is done for you.
Key Lesson
In many ways, the true blessings of
life often come disguised as the worst
moments…but those who will be
patient enough to live in the presence
of what seems to be a loss or painful
limitation of some kind, will soon see
that temporary mask fall away, and
see before them an impossibly kind
and just face.
Excerpted from The Secret of Your
Immortal Self, by Guy Finley, Llewellyn
Worldwide, 2015.
Guy Finley is the best-selling author of
more than 40 books and audio albums
on self-realization. He is the founder
and director of Life of Learning
Foundation, a nonprofit center for selfstudy located in southern Oregon.
www.GuyFinley.org

AVOIDING
UNEXPECTED
COSTS
By Ed Gaelick CLU, ChFC

How can those covered by a health plan
protect themselves from unexpected out of
pocket costs? Two ways immediately come
to mind – prior authorization and usual,
customary and reasonable fees.
Prior authorization, also known as precertification, is the approval an insurance
carrier gives a member and provider in
order for certain services to be considered
covered charges before they are performed.
Without prior authorization, a member may
be subject to greater out-of-pocket expenses
because benefits could be reduced or even
denied.
What services require prior
authorization?
Generally speaking, non-emergency hospital
related services, behavioral health, alcohol/
substance abuse, advanced radiology/
imaging services and some prescriptions
require prior authorization. However, each
carrier’s guidelines are different. Members
should refer to their Benefit Booklet/
Certificate or call Member Services for
verification before services are performed.
Who is responsible for obtaining prior
authorization?
If a member uses a network participating
provider, that provider should get the
necessary authorization. If a member
chooses to seek services from a nonparticipating provider, the member is
responsible to comply with all applicable
procedures. Many out-of-network providers
may be willing to help with the process.
However, the ultimate responsibility always
lies with the member whether using a
participating or non-participating provider.
It is up to the member to ensure preauthorizations are obtained and the member
would suffer the financial consequences if
not.
What can be done if a prior authorization
request is not approved?
In most cases, a service or medication on

the carrier’s prior authorization list will
be approved. If it is not approved, the
member will receive a letter explaining
the decision as well as whom they
can contact to ask questions or obtain
additional information that may help
to understand the decision or resolve
the issue. This letter will also include
instructions on how a member can pursue
a formal appeal. A member can certainly
choose to receive the service or obtain
the medication if prior authorization is not
approved; however the total cost could
become the member’s responsibility.
Usual, customary and reasonable (UCR)
is the maximum amount an insurance
company will consider eligible for
reimbursement under a health insurance
plan and only applies when using non
network providers. UCR is determined
based on a survey of charges for a
particular health service within a specific
geographical area. Commonly, UCR is
set at a certain percentage of all charges
made by providers of similar services
such as the 80th percentile.
For Example: 100 doctors are surveyed in
a given zip code for a specific procedure.
Results show that the charges range
from $100 to $250. The 80th highest
priced doctor charges $200. This would
establish UCR at $200. Any charges
above the $200 would not be considered
when the claim is processed. Since it is
the insured’s choice to use non-network
providers, they would be responsible
for any amounts over UCR in addition
to any applicable copays, deductibles,
coinsurance.
For example: A member is enrolled in
a plan that pays 70% out of network
(assume no deductibles apply). The
member uses out of network services
and total charges are $4,000. The carrier
determines that the UCR for the surgery is
$3,000 (80% of providers in the members

geographical area charge $3,000 or
less for this type of surgery). The
insurance carrier will reimburse the
member 70% of $3,000 (or $2,100). The
member will pay 30% of $3,000 ($900),
PLUS the $1,000 difference between
the billed charged of $4,000 and UCR
of $3,000. This additional $1,000 cost
to the member is called “balance billing”
and does not apply to any maximum out
of pocket limits!
It is always advisable to question
whether your out of network provider(s)
will accept UCR as applied by your
insurance carrier. If they will not, you will
have these options:
1. Pay balance above UCR
2. Ask provider to forgive balance above
UCR
3. If they won’t, get additional
information from provider why they
are above UCR and submit to
insurance carrier under an appeal for
reconsideration
4. Negotiate with provider to reduce
balance
By addressing UCR before treatment,
you could avoid unexpected expenses
and headaches by having to appeal
the balance billing. It is ALWAYS more
difficult to argue the point after a claim
is processed.
In 1985, Ed Gaelick established PSI
Consultants, LLC where he specializes
in company sponsored employee
benefits, business planning and
personal insurance. Throughout his
career, Ed has received many of the
highest professional honors awarded in
the insurance industry. His dedication,
integrity and fortitude have earned him
great respect from his clients, staff and
peers.
www.psi-consultants.com
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Helping Your
Teen Create
And Connect
To His Universe
By Fern Weis
You are surrounded by people, and yet you
feel alone. Your kids are connected to others
through their devices, but don’t really “feel”
connected. Their relationships can change in
the blink of an eye or in a keystroke. Everyone
goes their own way, busy, busy, busy. In spite
of texting, email and social networks, we’re all,
parents and kids, feeling more disconnected and
less supported than ever before.
It’s understandable, and it’s reversible. It’s
also important that your teen takes an active
role in creating this connection, this village.
They need to know that they have the power to
change this, and need your understanding and
encouragement to be the change-makers. It
isn’t always easy, but it is definitely doable.
Let’s first take a look back to see how that
network of support has changed over time.
You’ve heard the expression “It takes a village
to raise a child.” I believe that’s true. When I
was a child the network of people who were
involved in my life, and my parents’ lives, was
larger. We depended more on people in our
community to look out for us. That included lots
of neighbors. Growing up in a six-story walk-up
apartment building, we kids were in and out
of multiple apartments every day, and had, in
effect, multiple moms and families. Parents
called upon each other to fill in, when necessary.
They disciplined all the kids, as needed.
Neighborhood store owners recognized us, too.
The neighborhood was our extended family, and
it nourished us and enriched our lives.
That entity of community, of neighborhood as
family, has been disappearing for decades. I, for
one, miss that personal touch and connection,
and know many others who yearn for it. We
all want to feel that we belong, that we’re not
isolated. We have it in our power to revive at
least parts of “the village” and your children
can be empowered creators, instead of passive
bystanders.
How can teens become the creators and
masters of their universe, and of a caring
and supportive community? They have more

influence than they know in building this network.
Here are six steps, filled with insights for your
kids, written as if you’re speaking directly to
them.
1. Family Network - We will love you no matter
what. But being part of a family means you have
to do your part. Do your best to avoid sarcasm
and put-downs. We really appreciate it when
you show interest and concern for us. We have
feelings, too, so be a willing listener when one
of us needs to talk. Offer to help when you see
something that needs to be done. These will all
go a long way in earning trust and gratitude…
and our generosity, too!
2. Parent-Teen Communication – Parents and
kids will disagree. Period. It doesn’t have to end
in a battle, though. There’s something you need
to understand: parents worry about their kids. It
can come out sounding like criticism, a lecture,
advice and a battle for control. Please be patient
with us. Let us know when you just need us to
listen and when you actually want some help.
3. Other Adults in Your Life – While we so
much want to be the person you turn to, we’re
okay with you having another adult in your life
that you trust. We’re more than okay with it,
we’re grateful and relieved, as long as it means
you are getting what you need. There are so
many people in your world to whom you can turn
for guidance, mentoring and support: teachers, a
favorite aunt or uncle, a friend’s parent, a coach,
neighbor, grandparent, someone in your house of
worship. All you have to do is ask.
4. Your Neighborhood – You probably know
more people in the neighborhood than we do, but
it can still be an impersonal kind of place. You
can build connections (and a good reputation
for all kids). Get to know your neighbors. Smile
and greet them when you see them outside.
Learn their names. Your elderly neighbors will
be especially appreciative of a polite and caring
young person. They may be grateful for help
with carrying groceries in and shoveling the
steps. They also love to share their lives and
experience, so ask them about themselves, or
to teach you how to do something. If they are
missing their own grandchildren, they will enjoy
time with you. I know, they are old and don’t
understand everything about your world… but

nobody loves you (and listens to you) quite
the way they do. You are an amazing force
for positive attitudes and cooperation in your
neighborhood, and for bringing people and
generations together.
5. School - You may not like being there, but
you can make it a place where you and others
feel supported, and feel that you fit in. When
you just “put in your time” you won’t feel that
you belong to a community. Join a club, try
out for a team, volunteer in the media center.
Just as you do in your family, show respect
and concern for others. Be the one who
reaches out to those who are left out. Don’t
be a bystander. Take a stand against bullying.
Encourage others to follow your lead. In
other words, become a leader and make
your school a safe and welcoming place for
everyone.
6. Parent-School Connection – Talk to
us about school and please remind us that
you’ll share your day, only not the minute you
walk in the door. We forget that you need
to shift out of “school mode” after spending
your whole day there (we’re still having
trouble adjusting to the fact that you’re not
seven years old any more, needing help with
everything and sharing your whole world with
us). Be sure to give us papers from school
that we need to see. Oh, and ask us for help
once in a while. We still like to feel needed.
Do you see the potential they have to
shape their world? To learn to advocate for
themselves? To be people of strength and
integrity? To build bridges with compassion
and concern? To become leaders? It’s not
your job to do all this for them.
Your job is to nudge them into the community,
so they can be part of it and shape it into a
place in which they will thrive.
Fern Weis is a parenting coach and educator
that works with families with teens and
young adults who are going through difficult
situations, including addiction recovery. She
helps parents learn to release guilt and create
a plan for positive change in their family.
www.yourfamilymatterscoach.com

Jim McCarthy, CFP®, ChFC®

Guarding Against
Uncertainties
Almost everyone knows someone who
died too young, suffered an injury or
illness that kept them out of work for an
extended period of time, or has been
involved in a car accident. These are all
examples of unexpected occurrences
that can happen at any time and wreak
havoc on a family’s financial well-being.
Often risk management is the least
favorite topic relating to financial
success. Without a solid foundation of
cash reserves and risk management,
the best laid financial plans could be
disrupted and fail. Risk management
helps guard you against life’s financial
uncertainties and is the foundation for
superior financial planning. It addresses
the unexpected, providing the means to
allow you to replace property, income
and livelihood while helping you stay
healthy.
The types of risks confronting individuals
are usually divided into three categories.
The first is personal risks which include
death, injury, illness, old age and
unemployment. The second category
arises from the loss or destruction of
property and as such is called property
risks. Lastly, liability risks relate to an
individual being legally liable for injury to
another person or damage to another’s
property.
There are four basic ways to manage
risk. The first is risk avoidance,
whereby you attempt to avoid or

eliminate potential risks. An example
would be not installing a pool in your
backyard or not taking up sky diving.
Next is risk reduction which includes
measures to reduce the impact of
risks such as wearing seat belts and
scheduling annual physical exams
and mammograms. Then you look at
risk retention, which is the planned,
purposeful decision to retain some risk
personally. The term “self-insuring”
is sometimes used to describe risk
retention, an example of which is the
deductibles on your auto or homeowners
insurance. Generally you want to plan
for retained risks but often people wind
up with unplanned retained risks due
to not properly assessing potential
risks like the need for long-term care or
personal liabilities. Finally you have risk
transfer, whereby you shift as much as
possible of the financial consequences
of a risk to another party, primarily with
insurance.
Many types of insurance are available to
individuals and households. The major
categories of insurance include:
• Social insurance - which are
government programs such as
Social Security, Medicare/Medicaid,
unemployment insurance, temporary
disability insurance and workers’
compensation insurance. These are
generally compulsory, employmentrelated programs with benefits
prescribed by law.

• Employer-sponsored Insurance –
generally group healthcare insurance,
perhaps including dental and vision,
group life, and possibly group disability
insurance.
• Individual or Private insurance –
insurance purchased individually
including homeowners/renters, auto,
liability, life, disability, healthcare and
long-term care.
Virtually no one likes the idea of paying
for insurance but generally the cost
of insurance is small compared to the
financial burden an unexpected loss can
cause. I like to say that you shouldn’t risk
a lot to save a little.
It is important to choose the right type
and right amount of insurance for your
individual situation. There are many
options to choose from.
Jim McCarthy, CFP®, ChFC®, is a
certified financial planner and founder of
Directional Wealth Management, LLC.
Directional Wealth Management, LLC, and
Wall Street Financial Group, Inc., are separate
entities. They are independently owned
and operated. Only securities and advisory
services offered through Wall Street Financial
Group, Inc. Registered Investment Advisor.
Member FINRA/SIPC.
Information herein is taken from sources
deemed reliable and WSFG is not responsible
for any errors that might occur. All opinions
expressed are those of the author and not
necessarily those of WSFG. Health and other
non-variable insurance products are not
offered through WSFG.
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Caryn Chow

3 Common
Communication
Conundrums
And How To
Handle Them
If you’re like me you’ve probably met a few
of these types of people in your life:
• Debbie Downer
• Paralysis by Analysis Al
• Egocentric Ed
If you’re like me, you’ve even been
these people at certain times in your life.
Debbie, Al and Ed will inevitably drop in on
occasion, simply because we’re human.
The challenge is in keeping their visits
short.
Whether you’re the culprit or someone else
is, remember there is one thing you can do
to limit their visits: you get to choose their
length of stay. Yes, you can choose how
long they get to hang out with you. Why
is this important? This is important if you
want improvement in your life in the areas
of relationships, business, wellness and
income.
I must admit that once upon a time I sat on
the opposite side of the fence – never a
player, always in the trenches. In fact, just
last week when I felt a little down, lonely
and bored, Debbie invited herself to my
pity party. We talked about mercury in
retrograde, and how everyone was still in
sleep mode from the holidays. We stewed
in misery together while waiting for the
rest of the world to recover. On top of that,
inactivity begat boredom and that packed
even more of a wallop.
I’ve also been known to get bitten by the
Al bug. There are just times when even
a crane would not be able to lift me out
of bed. If there’s something I really don’t
want to do or someone I really don’t want
to call, I will find ways to avoid it – until I’m
faced with the fact that it is going to, and
will, catch up with me. Analysis leads to
paralysis, which leads to procrastination,
which leads to inertia, which leads to nonproductivity, which leads to bills not getting
paid. You get the picture. Not good.
The worst of the lot is Egocentric
Ed – or, as I call him, the Big “E-No”.
It’s the monster I labeled the “Trump
Transgression” during my interview last
fall with Casey Messer of KOB-TV’s Good

Day New Mexico. The Big E-No shows up
for no good reason when we least suspect
or expect it, usually when threatened with
a sense of loss of control or fear of looking
dumb or dumber. The E-No shuts down all
communication and begins to cause us to
attract what we are striving to repel.
All of these are communication annihilators.
When you shut down your neurons you
become a target for the three most common
mistakes people make personally, and
interpersonally. Introducing the culprits and
how to handle them:
Debbie Downer
Debbie Downer, like the “Eeyore” character
from Winnie-the-Pooh, is the voice inside
our head that chants “woe is me”. The selflimiting beliefs and negative self-talk has
to go. The instant you feel yourself getting
in your own way, respond mindfully with
something simple, like telling yourself you’re
going to have a good day (no ifs, ands, or
buts about it). Or give yourself some lip
yoga and invert that frown.
Paralysis by Analysis Al
Meet Paralysis by Analysis Al, the stifling
alter ego who questions and over-thinks
every minutiae. Al is his own worst enemy.
What to do about him? Let him know that
he’s a royal procrastinating pain-in-the-A
disaster who’s his own worst enemy and
spends way too much time living in the
past. Remind him that his subconscious
belief that something will or won’t happen
because it did or didn’t happen before, is
completely unfounded and he needs to get
outside his head.
Egocentric Ed
We all have egos, but it’s the unhealthy one
that occasionally rears its ugly head, which
gives us pause. The need to be right is a

powerful emotion and has the potential to
destroy everything in your life. Working
towards building confidence is key, but
when Ed shows up, be prepared with a
technique you’ve developed to quell him
before he becomes full-blown. Such a
technique could be to breathe deeply
and count to three, or walk away from
the situation until you’ve had the time to
remind yourself that nothing in this world,
is worth your ire. Ask yourself in earnest,
“Why do I HAVE to be right anyway?”
and you’ll be surprised by your answer.
The secret to communicating – and
more importantly, connecting, is to open
your heart up more. Be open to being
vulnerable. When you are vulnerable,
you allow yourself to be guided by spirit
and not by “conditions”, which is what
you have been led by previously. If you
practice this on a daily basis, you will
begin to see changes in yourself and
changes in the quality of what will attract,
as well as more like-mindedness and
alignments in your life.
Caryn Chow is an author, speaker, and
leading expert in the field of interpersonal
communications and speaker training.
As founder of Take a Bow Presentations,
an interpersonal communications and
speaker training company, Caryn helps
professionals present their message
authentically and impactfully so they
can attract happiness, opportunities and
abundance into their lives. Her happy
living tips are featured in Fox News, the
Good Day series, and The Huffington
Post. In her forthcoming book, 21 Days
Back to Pure Love & Crazy Freedom,
she will be helping people to uncover
their personal truth and happiness.
www.carynchow.com

We Are
Works In
Progress
Caryn O’Sullivan, INHC, CHHC

Are you looking for change?
Perhaps in the way you look, or
how you feel? Maybe the change
you are seeking is in your career
or a relationship? Change is a
strong word. Whether that change
is diet, weight, or career related, I
find that people are often striving
for something more or something
different. Some, while desiring
change, also fear it. Others plunge
head first into change. Still others
feel safer taking small steps and
gradually accepting change into
their lives. There is no wrong
approach to changing your attitude
or your life, as long as that attitude
is positive and loving.
However, as a Health Coach,
I often see people plunge into
change with the desire to do
everything perfectly – the diet, the
exercise, the attitude. Perfection
is often our downfall because we
can spend our whole lives seeking
it and failing to achieve it. In
fact, it seems that the more one
seeks perfection, the further one
strays from it. Perfection is the
unachievable ideal; yet it is easy
to feel like everyone around you
has acquired it and you are still left
seeking. Many people’s lives may
appear perfect on the outside, but
once you take a look deeper, you
discover a slew of imperfections
behind the door. Because while no
one can actually fulfill the definition
of “perfect” (and whose definition is
it anyway?), ALL of us are perfect in
our imperfections. We are all works
of progress. So, rather than seek
perfection, how about embracing
imperfection?
In the nutrition and holistic health
world, I often see this need for
perfection in someone’s approach
to food. In fact, I am guilty of this
myself. I used to reward myself for

being “good”, condemn myself for
eating “bad” foods, and I constantly
relied on those little voices in my
head to determine which was which.
Often, if I was trying to eat healthier,
I would find that “cheating” crept in
to the equation all too easily, and as
a result so did guilt and shame. By
being so rigid, I was setting myself up
for failure. Dieting, calorie counting,
exercising, constant weight watching,
and medication are ongoing
attempts to renovate our appearance
that actually keep us trapped or
imprisoned. It’s just hard to feel
beautiful when you are obsessed
with creating beauty.
In my experience, the best way to
achieve optimal health is to factor in
your imperfections. Scaling yourself
against the magazine model, the guy
at the gym, the wife at church with
the perfect marriage and family, or
the guy in the office who is well-liked,
certainly can provide motivation, but
it also makes you constantly feel like
you are second best. Guess what?
And here’s the secret…..You are not
that person and never will be. And I
will tell you one more thing….You are
enough!
John Keats said, “Beauty is truth,
truth is beauty. That is all ye know
on earth, and all ye need to know.”
Have you ever considered loving
yourself for who you are, flaws
included? Those flaws are unique
to ONLY you. Rather than look at
them as flaws, can you see them as
personal beauty marks?
Caryn O’Sullivan a health coach and
founder of Appetites for Life. Caryn
supports women who want a positive
connection with food and with
themselves.
www.appetitesforlife.com

